Let JR be a commutative ring with identity of finite (Krull) dimension n 0 , and for each positive integer /c, let n k be the dimension of the polynomial ring R {k) = R[X U ..., X k ] in k indeterminates over R. The sequence {wjiio * s ca U e d the dimension sequence for R, and the sequence {di}fL l9 where d t = n t -n i _ 1 for each i, is called the difference sequence for R. We are concerned with a determination of those sequences of nonnegative integers that can be realized as the dimension sequence of a ring.
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Several restrictions on the sequences {wj and {d t } are known. For example, n k + 1 ^ n k+1 ^ 2n k + 1 for each positive integer fc [5] , and n 0 + k ^ n k ^ (n 0 + l)(/c + 1) -1 [4] . In particular, the only dimension sequence for a zero-dimensional ring is 0,1,2,... . Jaffard in [4] proved that the difference sequence for R is eventually a constant less than or equal to n 0 + 1-that is, there is a positive integer k such that n 0 + 1 ^ d k = d k+1 = --. Moreover, if R is an integral domain, then both the integer k and the value d k relate to the valuative dimension dim v R, defined to be sup {rank F|Fis a valuation o ver ring of R}. Jaffard proved that the eventual value of the difference sequence for JR is 1 if and only if R has finite valuative dimension. In fact, if dim^R = k < oo, then Jaffard proved that d t = 1 for i ^ k + 1 ; in [1] , Arnold improved Jaffard's bound by 1 to i ^ /c, and this bound, in turn, cannot be improved in the general case.
We are able to prove that the restrictions mentioned in the previous paragraph are all that are necessary in order that an increasing sequence {mJ-% of positive integers with nonincreasing difference sequence {m t -m i^1 }f ==1 should be the dimension sequence of an integral domain. It is known, however, that the difference sequence for an integral domain need not be nonincreasing, and hence we require additional restrictions to solve the general problem.
We denote by ^ the set of sequences {mj£L 0 of positive integers such that the corresponding difference sequence {t t }fLi, where t t = m i -m^, satisfies the following conditions :
( The proof of Theorem 1 uses induction on s 0 , the first term in the sequence s, and a theorem of Bastida and Gilmer in [2] THEOREM 
If R is a commutative ring with identity, then the dimension sequence for R is in 3), In particular, the dimension sequence for R is the dimension sequence of a semi-quasi-local integral domain.
Theorems 2 and 3 and their proofs provide a satisfactory answer to the question as to what sequences are dimension sequences. The proof of Theorem 2 depends very heavily upon a construction of Gilmer in [3] . This construction begins with a finite family {T^}" =1 , of valuation rings on a field L, each of the form K + M b where K is a subfield of L and M t is the maximal ideal of V t . The domain D used in the proof of Theorem 2 is of the form P)?= i(A + M t ), where D t is a subring of K for each i between 1 and n. Because of the technical nature of the proof of Theorem 2, no outline of the proof will be given here. We do remark, however, that an extension of the results of [3] concerning the structure of f] "(D f + M t ) is necessary for us to obtain the proof of Theorem 2; in particular, the result that each D t + M t is a localization of P)Ï(A + M t ) is needed.
In order to prove Theorem 3, we require an analysis of the way lengths of chains of proper prime ideals of R {m) behave under intersection with R (k \ for k S m. In particular, we make heavy use of the so-called Special Chain Theorem of Jaffard [4] . The main consequence of this theorem that we need is the result that rank P = rank(P n R) {m) + rank P/(P n R) (m) for each proper prime ideal P oîR (m \ Let ^ be a chain of prime ideals of R (m \ and for 0 ^ Ï'^ m, let % be the intersection of ^ with R {1 \ We say that ^ is a k-chain if the following conditions are satisfied.
( Details and proofs of this work will appear elsewhere.
